
Lemon Bay High School                English 2 

 

Quarter 2: “How We See Things” (FL Collections Unit 4) 
 

Essential Questions:   

 What role do our senses play in how we perceive the world around us? 

 What role does literature and expository essays play in how we think about certain events, 

actions, or situations? 

 How do we determine the central theme or key ideas in a work of literature (poetry, short 

story) or expository essay?  And how can we identify relevant supporting details? 

 

Goals:  

 Understand the role our senses play in our perception of the world around us. 

 Understand how an author develops ideas over the course of a text. 

 Reads works of literature, determine the central idea, and identify supporting details. 

 Become familiar with the structure of and themes present in works of poetry. 

 Compose personal narratives and creative writing to help develop our fluency as writers. 

 Practice writing argumentative writing using literature as a launch point. 

 Learn basic academic and SAT/ACT vocabulary terms. 

 

Unit Assignments and Activities: 

 Lesson/Activity “Coming to Our Senses” by Neil deGrasse Tyson.  Anchor Text from FL 

Collections Unit 4.  Includes graphic organizer to help chunk and identify the central idea of 

sections of the text. 

 Lesson/Activity “Poetry Sucks…Or Does It?”  Reading and analysis of classical poetry from 

Emily Dickinson and slam poetry by Saul Williams. 

 Activity/Reading: “Search, Read, Share: Re-Discover Poetry!”  Students will read/skim 

selection of literature texts and choose a poem to share with the class.   

 Lesson/Activity “The Night Face Up” by Julio Cortazar.  From FL Collections Unit 4.  

Includes in-depth analysis of the themes and ideas presented in his short story.  Includes 

study writing their own short narratives. 

 Creative interpretive project “Night Face Up”.  Students will choose one of several topics to 

closer analyze from the short story.  

 Reading Activity: Of Mice and Men, by John Steinbeck.  Out loud reading of the novel with 

in-class activities, reading guides, and discussion questions. 

 Quarter 2 final assessment—Argumentative Essay on selected themes and character actions 

in Of Mice and Men. 

 Ongoing Activity:  SAT/ACT Vocabulary from “Vocabulary Cartoons” 

 

 

Extra Credit:  Please take this unit guide home and review it with your parents.  Then have 

them sign and date it.  You must sign and date it as well.  Then put it in your binder and have it 

be the first page as a reminder of the assignments that we will be completing this quarter.  It will 

be worth five (5) extra credit points. 

 

Student Signature _____________________________________  Date ____________________ 

 

Parent Signature ______________________________________  Date ____________________ 


